Erythrocyte membrane elasticity during in vivo ageing.
Changes in the ability of senescent erythrocytes to pass through the microcirculation may cause them to be trapped in the spleen and removed from the blood. To help understand this process we have measured erythrocyte membrane elasticity, to see whether it changes during in vivo ageing. Human and rabbit red cells were fractionated by isopycnic sedimentation to obtain samples of aged and young cells. These were subjected to micropipette analysis in order to determine their membrane shear elastic modulus. We found that the membrane rigidity did not significantly alter as red cells aged. Previously we have also demonstrated that the changed size and shape of aged cells is unlikely to explain their removal from the circulation (Nash, G.B. and Wyard, S.J. (1981) Biorheology, in the press). Thus we conclude that the lifespan of erythrocytes is not determined by factors related to membrane flexibility or cell shape but may depend on changes in their viscous properties (as suggested by Williams, A.R. and Morris, D.R. (1980), Scand. J. Haematol. 24, 57--62).